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level tray

level tray
the only invisible shower tray
The level prefabricated shower tray is invisible
since is covered for the flooring chosen.
The final result is a completely flat shower floor
on the same level as the rest of the bathroom.
The shower slopes remain hidden under
the floor, where water is filtered through the
joints and finally emptied through the drain.
It includes a horizontal siphon drain, located
in the centre of the plate and which can be
rotated 360°. An innovative integrated shower
system that adapts to fit any style. Versatile and
efficient.

maximum comfort
For the complete absence of steps and slopes. For the freedom
of movement provided by a completely flat shower, level
with the rest of the bathroom. Perfect for those with reduced
mobility. Ideal for those seeking that sense of freedom that
comes from a truly integrated shower. Where daily living means
the luxury of absolute comfort.

open-plan space
No obstacles. Where the shower blends in with the bathroom
and the bathroom with the shower, forming a whole.
A homogeneous, spacious and accessible space, with no gaps,
true to its functional and elegant design.

maximum cleanliness
The level shower tray, besides having a self-cleaning surface treated
with antibacterials and fungicides, has a system to easily lift the
floor tile. This provides access to the inside of the tray and the drain
siphon. No contain metal parts metal parts, which prevents rusting.

custom design
The different level shower sizes allow to install a diverse flooring
formats, always covering at least one of the tray distances,
whether width or length. Ideally, porcelain flooring should be
used as the ceramic of choice. We can create a bespoke,
tailor-made shower tray.
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